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Abst ract - -Us ing  some isotropic, intrinsically curved elasticas as examples, this paper presents an 
argument elucidating that the elasticas buckle immediately as they are subjected to a terminal twist. 
Not only does the result proven here generalize the previous understanding of the most simplest 
O-ring elastica shown by Tobias et al. [1] and Qian and White [2], but also the argument is simpler 
and has nothing to do with solving differential equations. © 2003 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights 
reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In [3], Bauer et al. presented a study that regards buckling of an (isotropic) intrinsically curved 
elastic rod subjected to a terminal twist. In detail, they considered four closed circular rods 
among which three are straight, singly bent, and doubly bent initially, the other is O-ring (note, 
in order to be closed circular, it is clear that  each of the first three rods is obtained by pulling 
two ends together and then sealing). By means of a finite element method, they were able to 
demonstrate that not only the intrinsicMly curved rods buckle immediately no matter  how small 
the rotation applies, but also the extent of twist applying to each rod so that  all the rods have 
similar writhing numbers [4] is conspicuously different from one another. Similar studies can be 
also found in Tobias and Olson [5] and White et al. [6]. 
On the other hand, in [3], the authors also showed that  the intrinsically straight elastic rod 
does not buckle until the rotation reaches about -1 .80 turns (the number depends on the Poisson 
ratio, p/ /5 -  1, of the rod where p and/5 are bending and twisting stiffnesses, respectively). This 
kind of buckling, called abrupt buckling, has been well known since [7], also found in [2,8-11], 
and is different from the buckling of the aforementioned intrinsically curved elastic rods. 
Because the results presented in [3,5,6] were obtained numerically, it is natural  to ask for a 
theoretical verification. In [1], Tobias et al. solved the Euler-Lagrange quations of O-ring rods 
directly for the equilibria of closed circular configuration. It turns out that such an equilibrium 
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is nothing but the stress-free state. This uniqueness implies that the rod buckles as long as 
it is subjected to a terminal twist. In [2], Qian and White derived and solved the linearized 
Euler-Lagrange equations around a circular equilibrium O-ring rod (but not necessarily closed). 
They obtained a nontrivial solution implying that the rod will writhe immediately from the plane 
where it lies whenever it is subjected to a terminal twist. 
Solving the Euler-Lagrange equations i  crucial in the aforementioned proofs. Needless to say, it 
is obviously so in [1]. As to [2], although what was solved there were the linearized Euler-Lagrange 
equations, it is absolutely necessary to first find an equilibrium rod around which one may linearize 
Euler-Lagrange equations. Therefore, if one attempts to extend the argument presented in either 
[1] or [2] to other equilibrium O-ring rods, he/she has to solve the Euler-Lagrange quations 
anyway. Unfortunately, the close form solutions to the equations have generally not been found 
yet. So we shall seek a different argument to prove the buckling of intrinsically curved equilibrium 
rods without solving the Euler-Lagrange equations, or as little as possible. 
This paper intends to respond to the quest, not full-scale though (because for those equilibrium 
rods not discussed in this paper, we might need more equations like (7)). Under a reasonable 
assumption generalizing Kirchhoff-Clebsch's conservation law of total energy [12], I will prove the 
following theorem first. 
THEOREM A. Let 7~o be a curved elastic rod whose axis has both constant curvature and ge- 
ometric torsion. Let 7~ and f~ be two T~o-intrinsic elasticas. If they have the same axis whose 
curvature and geometric torsion are also constants, then they are identical. 
See the next section for definition of R0-intrinsic elasticas. 
REMARK. For the reader's reference, any two different intrinsically straight elasticas have the 
same axis if and only if the axis curvature is constant [13]. (Because it has not been published, 
I would like to refer the reader io equation (4.1b) on p. 5189 of [14] so that he/she may be able 
to verify the statement.) Since the latter implies constant axis geometric torsion, it is clear that 
Theorem A is not true for intrinsically straight elasticas. 
Like Tobias et al. [1], Theorem A clearly implies the following. 
THEOREM B. As assumed in Theorem A, 7~ buckles whenever it is subjected to a terminal twist. 
Theorem B not only extends the buckling of the O-ring rod studied in [1-3,5,6] to a rather 
general case, but also provides a much simpler proof, and particularly, has nothing to do with 
solving the Euler-Lagrange equations. 
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the Euler-Lagrange equations of intrinsically 
curved rods will be presented. In Section 3, through analyzing some differential equations derived 
in Section 2, I will establish Proposition 3 concerning the secondary twisting density of an in- 
trinsically curved equilibrium rod whose axis curvature and axis geometric torsion are constants. 
Using that proposition, one can easily prove Theorem A. 
2. THE EULER-LAGRANGE EQUATIONS 
The following demands are necessary to the elastic rods studied in this paper. First, they 
are slender and cylindrical, furthermore, their configurations can be completely determined by 
immersed curves and preferred unit normal vector fields defined along the curves [15]. Second, 
they all are obtained by applying deformations that are both inextensible and unshearable to 
some particular od 7~. And finally, ~0 is treated as the stress-free state among the rods. Any 
rod that meets the above demands is called 7~o-intrinsic. Particularly, it is also loosely called 
intrinsically curved when the axis of ~ is curved. 
For the sake of argument, we assume that the axis of 7~ is nondegenerate, namely, the axis 
curvature a is nowhere zero. Moreover, define ¢ to be the angle measured from the preferred 
unit normal vector field of ~0 to the principal normal of the axis with respect o the orientation 
that is opposite to the one represented by the unit tangent o the axis. 
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For any T~o-intrinsic rod, let E1 be the unit tangent o the axis, E2 the preferred unit normal 
vector field, and E3 : E1 x E2. Although these Eis are chosen naturally, they are not ideal to 
study physical properties of the rod. For example, according to Kirchhoff-Clebsch's conservation 
law [12], an equilibrium rod does not always have constant otal energy even if ~ and T are 
constants, where the latter denotes the geometric torsion of the axis of T40. Therefore, consider 
the so-called relaxation of a rod [16]: 
el =E l ,  e2 : E2cos¢+E3s in¢ ,  and e3 : -E2s in¢  + E3 cos¢. 
Define 
de1 de1 de2 
Wl = ~ 'e2 ,  a;2 = ~s  -e3, and 0J3 : ~ 'e3,  
where s denotes the arc length parameter of the axis of T40 (note, because of inextensibility, it is 
also the arc length parameter of the axis of any T40-intrinsic rod) and the dot between ~ and % 
is the inner product of R 3. Here, Wl, w2 are called secondary bending curvatures and w3 is called 
secondary twisting density. 
The elastic energy of an T~-intrinsic rod is given by 
l 
0 p (~1 -- ~)2 _[_ /TM22 _[_ /~ (023 _ T)2 d8, 
where l denotes the length of the axis of 7~0. Using variational principle and the clamped-end 
conditions (for example, see (11)-(14) in [17, p. 3344]), from the elastic energy functional, we 
can derive Euler-Lagrange quations whose solutions represent the equilibrium rods called 7~0- 
intrinsic elasticas from now on. More precisely, an 740-intrinsic elastica is an 7~0-intrinsic rod 
whose w~s, along with some constant vector A, satisfy 
pCbl + (/5 - p) w2w3 - pk - [5~'w2 = -A  • e2, (1) 
P~2 -]- (19 -- /~) 0Jl~d 3 -{- pTtd 1 -- pl';t03 : --)~' e3, (2) 
~3 = ~ - p~2.  (3) 
For the reader's reference, the authors of [2] used A, C, ~ ,  ~{,~(, ~, ~, 7), if, ~* to denote 
p,/5, Wl, -w2, w3, el, e2, e3, A, ~ presented here, respectively. Besides, their 7- is zero. 
PROPOSITION 1. Suppose that ~ and T are real analytic. For a given T~o-intrinsic elastica, define 
Zi(d) = {s E [0,/] : wi(s) = d}. Then Zi(d) is finite for each d c R 1, if wi is not a constant. 
PROOF. Because the wis of the elastica are real analytic [17, p. 3346], the proposition follows the 
facts that the preimage of any real number under a nonconstant real analytic function is discrete, 
and any discrete subset of a compact set is finite. | 
For each 7P~0-intrinsic elastica, let A be written as A : Ale1 - A2e2 - A3e3. So A2 and A3 are 
equal to the left-hand side of (1) and (2), respectively. Because A is constant, dA = 0 and it leads 
to 
~1 -[- A2O)I -I- A3W2 ~--- 0, 
Alt~l -- ~2 q- A3~d3 = 0, 




Note, under the assumption that both ~ and r are constants, (4) implies that the quantity 
p(w 2 + w22)/2 + t~w32/2 + A1, called secondary total energy, is always a constant function defined 
on the axis of the elastica. This result is called a generalized Kirchhoff-Clebsch's conservation 
law of total energy of elasticas. 
PROPOSITION 2. The w~s of an T~o-intrinsic elastica must satisfy 
~IW3 -}- ~2¢d2 -- ~3¢dl : 0. (7) 
PROOF. The equation is easy to obtain by computing (4) x w3 + (6) x wl - (5) x ¢v2. | 
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3. THE PROOF OF THEOREM A 
For the rest of this paper, let a and T be constants. Furthermore, a ~ 0. 
Let ~ be an ~o-intrinsic elastica whose axis curvature k and geometric torsion ~ are both 
constant. If k = 0, then both wl and w2 of T~ are zero because k 2 = w 2 + w2 . Therefore, 
using (5), one gets w3 = 0. 
In the case of k ¢ 0, we can write the wis of the elastica as 
wl = k cos O, w2 = k sin 0, and 02 3 = q - -  0, 
where 0, defined in a manner similar to ¢, is the angle between e2 and the principal normal of 
the axis. The goal of this section is to show 0 = 0 on [0,1]. 
By means of (3), 0 satisfies 
~= 
Meanwhile, we have the following equations. 
derived from (4), 
P ~k sin O. 
They are 
(8) 
~2 --/hk @ - 0) 0 cos 0 - pk¢O cos 0 -/SkO sin 0 - 15k7"0 cos 0 
derived from the left-hand side of (1), and 
A3 = -pk ;0  sin 0 + 15k @ - 0) 0sin0 +/hk0 cos 0 - 15k~'0 sin 0 + p~0 
derived from the left-hand side of (2). Finally, using the last three equations, (7) becomes 
0)    cos0) 0=0 ,0, 
If 0 = 0 on [0, l], then (8) yields sin 0 = 0. So 0 = 0 on [0, l]. 
If 0 is not zero, then (9) is simplified as 
/5 @ -- 0) 2 -- thk 2 - p~k COSO= 0 (10) 
in [0, l]\Z, where Z = {s E [0, l] : O(s) = 0}. Note, as a result of Proposition i, Z is finite because 0 
is real analytic. Next, we manipulate differential equations in [0, l] \ Z. Differentiating (I0), one 
gets 
2@-0)  0= -P~ck0 sin 0. (11) 
P 
By virtue of (8), (11) further becomes 
So 0 is a constant in [0, l] \ Z. In fact, it is constant on the whole [0, l] because the function is 
continuous and Z is finite. Therefore, we get an obvious contradiction: Z = [0, l]. In conclusion, 
we have the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 3. Suppose that T~ is an T%-intrinsic elastica whose axis curvature and geometric 
torsion are both constant. Then its secondary twisting density is equal to the geometric torsion 
of its axis. 
Note, the geometric torsion of a line is zero by convention. 
PROOF OF THEOREM A. If there are two elasticas of the same axis whose curvature and geomet- 
ric torsion are constants, then their preferred unit normal vector fields are differed by an angle, 
say ~b. After a straightforward computation, the difference between their secondary twisting den- 
sities is ¢. Using Proposition 3, it is clear that ¢ is a constant; in fact, ~b = 0 by condition (12) 
of [17, p. 3344]. That  is, these two elasticas are identical. Therefore, we prove Theorem A. I1 
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4. CONCLUDING REMARK 
A rather  modern  appl icat ion of elastic th in rods is to give a mechanical  model  of DNA. (As 
best as I can recall, it was first ment ioned in Ful ler 's paper [18] that  also included a speculat ion 
on the model.)  For the details of how an elastic rod models DNA,  I would like to refer the reader 
to Westcott  et al. [19]. It should not be difficult to conceive that  DNA is not natural ly  straight 
because of, for example,  base stacking and hydrogen bonding energies. In fact, the Euler angles 
from one base pair to the next of some relaxed DNA support  such a concept [20,21]. 
O-r ing elastic rods respond to searching elastic propert ies of DNA whose relaxed state is 
circular. The  results demonstrated in [1-3,5,6] suggest that  such a relaxed DNA buckles as it 
is subjected to a terminal  twist. As a consequence, some sequential ly distant segments of the 
DNA become spatial ly close to each other. More important ly,  we shall note that  introducing a 
terminal  twist to DNA is energetical ly favorable because p > ~ is always assumed in practical 
s imulation, e.g., [3,5,6,19]. 
Based on the result of the present paper, We can reasonably conjecture that  every intrinsically 
curved elastica, satisfying the general ized Kirchhoff-Clebsch's conservat ion law of total  energy, 
buckles immediate ly  when it is subject  to a terminal  twist. The  conjecture certainly has its 
own interest in mechanics. Also, it explains why DNA always buckles immediate ly  upon the 
appl icat ion of a terminal  twist. On the other hand, it is a mathemat ica l  challenge since, as 
ment ioned in Section 1, new techniques that  have nothing to do with solving the Euler-Lagrange 
equat ions of intr insical ly curved rods, or as l itt le as possible, are needed to const i tute a proof. 
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